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Introduction 

'Development', 'underdevelopment', 'transfer of technology', 'catching up with 
the West', 'independence' and 'dependency'-these are all phrases which have been 
used over the past three decades to describe what seems at times to be the 
insurmountable problem faced by the Third World in having to deal on one front 
with the highly technologized economies which control the flow of resources in 
the world and, on another front, with the largely rural, often impoverished, 
usually under-educated populations which constitute those countries. 

The often fiery 'winds of change', in the late 1950s, eventually brought self-
government, if not economic independence, to most of Europe's colonies, 
protectorates and territories in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and the Pacific. But 
since then, the technological discontinuity between the industrialised world and 
most of the Third World seems to have grown even wider. In that period, a host 
of models have been promoted—some proposed theoretically and others applied 
in practice-for negotiating this gap. 

The media regularly laud the 'economic miracles' of the 'NICs' (Newly 
Industrialized Countries) and present glossy images of impressive train systems, 
lavish hotels, sprawling computerised factory complexes and monumental 
international stadia, as well as of the five-star life style of the new local 
managerial class. But this transformation has often been bought at an inordinate 
human cost. Recent internal discord in the Republic of Korea, for example, 
suggests fundamental structural contradictions, social and economic fissures 
which deepen as the dissatisfactions of the underwaged and the underhoused 
begin to threaten the stability of the state. 

Other models, fashioned in the early and mid-'60s in Africa, foundered on an 
overly abrupt leap from a traditional peasant economy either to a partially 
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collectivised or to a supranationally directed free-market pattern, without having 
passed through any intermediate historical developmental stages. 

Yet other models in Africa, Asia and Latin America have become distorted by 
the intervention of a programmeless military or by the distractions of wars and 
civil disturbances in neighbouring countries, all of which have drained off both 
human and material assets. 

Given this highly complex problem, often constructed of extremely knotty and 
hard-to-reconcile antithetical forces, how does a 'young' nation in the final 
decade of the twentieth century look to its future, assess its training needs, its 
human resource needs, its needs both material and psychological and map out a 
workable programme for coming generations? 

Certainly there has been no paucity of pragmatists and prophets to offer plans 
and directions for national educational development. The past thirty years have 
seen a dazzling spectrum of theories and projects for the prioritising of 
educational options-from Ivan Illich's (1971) 'deschooling', Paolo Freire's 
(1971) 'dialogics'and the broad, often anti-institutional, movement towards non-
formal and adult education; to Allan Bloom's (1987) The Closing of the 
American Mind and the revisionist educational policy directives of the Reagan, 
Bush and Thatcher governments, in the United States and Great Britain, which 
have dismissed most theories and movements from John Dewey to the present, 
in favour of the presumed ideal of the Victorian school house with its inviolate 
and largely exclusive triumvirate of Reading, Writing and 'Rithmatic. 

It is the intention of this essay to examine some of the central problems which 
have arisen from one of the contemporary educational models most commonly 
adopted by Third World nations, that which is associated with the centralized 
determination of pragmatic short-term 'manpower'* needs, and the consequent 
configurations of curricula, deployment of resources, allocations of student 
places, and ultimate developmental products. This is, it should be noted, a 
speculative, rather than a strictly empirical study. It is based not upon quantified 
data, but upon the writer's accumulated experience of university teaching in 
several African countries, the United States and the South Pacific during most 
of the past thirty years. 

The gender-specific implications of the word 'manpower' are here acknowledged. 
However, it is the term most widely used by planners and must, therefore, be 
employed in this discussion. 
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'Manpower' and Commitment 

In the 1960s, as much of the colonial world began to look towards self-
government and at least nominal political independence, two major approaches 
to national education soon became evident. The first was the existing western 
European tradition of humanistic (if elitist) education, that of Oxford and 
Cambridge, of the Sorbonne and Louvain, of Harvard and Yale. This embodied a 
set of values and methods which was brought to the Third World by those who 
first established the structures of the local ministries of education and the 
infrastructures of primary and secondary schools and who eventually founded the 
advanced colleges and universities on models generated in and for Europe or 
North America. 

However, at independence, few of the new nations had more than a small 
indigenous cadre of the specialist personnel needed in the emerging fields of 
public management, medicine, commerce, technology, law and education itself. 
The older European tradition thus very quickly came into direct conflict with a 
strong and contrary educational philosophy newly emerged in the West and 
perhaps, at least in its early years, more energetically promoted in the Third 
World than in the First. This was the idea of 'manpower development', of 
structuring training in order to produce speedily predictable numbers of 
professionals in designated need areas. 

This manpower orientation excluded many of the fundamental principles of the 
older European tradition, at the core of which was-not to belabour a cliche 
phrase-'the making of the whole person', albeit a person fashioned in the 
strictly ideologically determined model of the coloniser. In its place was put 
forward parochial programmes of particularized education determined by the 
anticipated personnel requirements of the given country over the next decade or 
two. In its implementation, this policy has often included a prominent 
component of coercion. That is, the successful secondary school student who is 
awarded a scholarship is often given little or no choice as to the field of study in 
which he or she will be engaged. Prospective students are either allocated places 
in the faculties of science, social science, arts, medicine, engineering or law, or 
are told that scholarships are available only in specified fields. This process is, 
it must be granted, usually governed by student abilities, insofar as aptitudes are 
accurately reflected in secondary school and standardized examination results. But 
all too often such allocations are undertaken on the basis of far more random 
determinants. 
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The net product of this coercive policy is a significant reduction of the student's 
personal commitment to a field of study , even to a profession-a commitment 
which is far more likely to mature in the student who has independently 
(within, of course, the constraints of ideologically formed social and family 
pressure), chosen his or her field of study, either through long-term interest or 
as a result of discoveries made while at college or university. For it should be 
acknowledged that many people change their minds about what focus they wish 
their tertiary studies to take after they have experienced either the unrewarding 
qualities of their initial choice or new riches in fields they had never seriously 
considered before. 

Clearly, in severely limited economies, those in which the education of a single 
college, polytechnic or university student costs the state a far higher proportion 
of the GNP than in more industrialized economies, it is impossible for every 
person to have total freedom in the choice of career. An economy can absorb 
only so many doctors, lawyers, accountants and computer technologists before 
it is totally saturated and remains so until that generation of professionals either 
retires or dies. But, contrarily, excessive directiveness in the determination of 
students' careers can drain the individual and the nation of that quantum of 
commitment requisite for a progressive and expanding social capability. 

This lack of commitment, exacerbated by manpower policies, manifests itself 
first in the tertiary classroom, where students may dutifully and often quite 
competently fulfill the requirements of their studies, but do so wholly without 
passion and without that driving spirit of enquiry which comes of enthusiasm. 
More gravely, it becomes evident as the student enters his or her career. While 
most people are neither saintly nor selfless, and are primarily concerned with 
the material remunerations of their jobs, the really successful professional 
demonstrates something of that excitation born of a commitment which itself 
arises from some sense of volition, of choice, of an effective participation in the 
shaping of one's own life. The reluctant worker, who is underpaid, 
underrespected and undervalued and is undertaking activities in which he or she 
has little real interest is an ineffective worker. Even when not earning the 
livelihood one would wish, the ego fulfilment of at least doing something one 
rather likes doing can go a long way both to create a greater sense of well-being 
and to increase the quality of one's output, and the overall productiveness of 
one's professional life. 

The combination, therefore, of (1) stringent manpower allocations for tertiary 
education and the sometimes reduced personal motivation which results from 
this lack of choice on the part of the student and (2) the depressed economies of 
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most Third World countries, have all too often led to inefficiency within both 
civil and professional services and to a general lack of enthusiasm and 
innovational energy amongst the more highly-trained members of the 
community. 

Another factor leading to disorientation, destabilisation and the waste of human 
resources has been the shifting of economic forces within given national 
societies over time. Caught in the mesh of such shifts is the university graduate 
who is never allowed the opportunity to exercise the skills and knowledge in 
which he or she has been trained. Thus, the law student ends up as a civil 
servant, the accounting graduate teaches mathematics at school, and the trained 
teacher walks the streets unemployed. 

Therefore, given the fact that the fragile economies of the Third World are 
subject to the vagaries of economic rhythms and motions which are established 
wholly outside their regions, national education must be designed to be flexible. 
Even more importantly, it must educate people to be flexible. It must, in other 
words, develop people, rather than manpower. 

The Division of Knowledge 

Today's universities are composed of many more departments and faculties-
reflecting a greater fragmentation and segregation of knowledge, institutionalised 
in those units-than there were before World War II. This segmentation has had 
both positive and negative results discussed in a recent paper (Horn, 1989). The 
specialisation of knowledge has led to a detailed refinement of methodologies, a 
massive accumulation of information and a depth of understanding of specific 
phenomena-both in research and in teaching-which were unavailable to the 
student of a half-century ago. Broad courses of study have been replaced by 
finely focused topics and by a galaxy of programmes of remarkable specificity, 
designed to meet closely defined vocational needs, especially in the fields of pure 
and applied sciences, economics and management. 

But this movement towards increasingly specialized and ruthlessly pragmatic 
education seems now to have produced its own set of major predicaments, not 
the least of which has been the emergence of what has been called the 
technocratic 'cultural illiterate' in both the industrialised and the Third World. 
This phrase does not simply refer to the quantity surveyor who cannot 
distinguish between Beethoven and Ravi Shankar, the surgeon who has never 
read Balzac or Soyinka, or the lawyer who only knows Pablo Picasso because of 
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the prices the artist's paintings fetch and the headlines these prices earn in the 
daily press. It suggests a far graver problem, one to which Third World 
countries are perhaps particularly vulnerable, that of a trained elite lacking 
breadth of understanding and the flexibility to move from one intellectual or 
practical discipline to another and which, for this reason, continues to be largely 
derivative and dependent upon initiatives taken by and designed to benefit 
economic entities outside its own society. 

The Decline of Primary Education 

One frequently hears, from middle-aged citizens of the former colonies, wistful 
recollections of the old mission schools and of the effectiveness of these schools 
in imparting basic skills to young children. Beautifully-formed Palmer method 
handwriting, ease in the use of the colonial tongue, proficiency in fundamental 
mathematical manipulations are often striking characteristics of such people, 
who, despite never having gone beyond primary or junior secondary school, at 
times put many of today's weaker undergraduates to shame. 

Why should this be so? Are the western traditionalists correct in demanding a 
return to the narrow curriculum of the '3 Rs'? Or could it be that, preoccupied 
with the urgent need to indigenise the middle- and top-management work force 
and to produce large numbers of professionals and technocrats in an extremely 
condensed period of time, educators and policy-makers in the Third World have 
tended to channel their sparse material resources ever higher up the institutional 
structure? First came the select high schools-Achimota in Ghana, King's 
College Budo in Uganda, the Queen Victoria School in Fiji—initially 
established on the pattern of the English 'public school' and attracting the best 
of the available local and expatriate teaching corps. Then, in the 1940s and '50s, 
came the first universities, which were to grow impressively over the next half-
century—unquestionably admirable progress in a remarkably short time. But, in 
the process, something was lost sight of: the crucial formative function of the 
primary schools. As polytechnics and universities began to attract staggering 
amounts of overseas aid and increasing numbers of the ruling elite saw the 
development of tertiary education as a palpable benefit to their own children, the 
primary schools rotted away. As gleaming academic buildings arose in the urban 
capitals, the mud or wooden walls of the primary schools crumbled. As tertiary 
libraries expanded, a single primary textbook would be shared by a dozen 
children. As university lecturers were granted car loans and sponsored for further 
overseas studies, the primary teacher walked to work, lived in a hovel, was often 
not paid for months and was given little opportunity to develop professionally 
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beyond initial and very basic training. This devaluation of primary education has 
had grave effects in the former colonial world. 

Why is it that so many countries have had such difficulty in producing an 
effective corps of personnel in the sciences and technology? Why is it that more 
expatriates are found in these fields than in the social sciences, the humanities 
and law? Three factors, amongst several, bear significantly on these problems: 

1 The fact that technology still does not have high prominence in 
many Third World societies, that people are not living in 
technologically intense environments and that interest in such 
areas does not develop as early or, indeed, as broadly as it does in 
industrialized societies, where young children may be encouraged 
to cultivate deep interests in the sciences which they can 
ultimately develop into professions, if they so wish. This 
situation is, of course, rapidly changing and such environments 
are quickly taking shape in many parts of the world. The primary 
difference between the white-collar German engineer and the 
shoeless adolescent Nigerian roadside motor mechanic is access to 
training and tools. 

2 The fact that technical education requires the provision of 
expensive equipment which lies well beyond the ordinary means 
of most Third World countries and which must, therefore, be 
acquired by gift from overseas donors. Thus, inadequate 
laboratories and workshops are endemic throughout much of the 
Third World, not only in universities and polytechnics, but, 
perhaps more importantly, in the schools. 

3 The fact, above all, that inadequate attention is being paid to 
primary education. 

Literacy, numeracy and the ability to deal with technological concepts are 
established not at the tertiary, nor at the secondary, but at the primary level of 
schooling. It is here that the future engineers and computer technologists are 
created. And yet, while the universities gain whatever glittering prizes can be 
garnered from external aid agencies, primary schools are often decrepit structures 
occupied by hungry pupils and hungry teachers, who are grossly underpaid, 
underhoused and sometimes undertrained; where books are few, outdated and in 
disrepair; and where daily education is an ordeal worthy of the tortured 
Sisyphus. 
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Is this an argument for downgrading the Third World's universities? It most 
certainly is not. For these institutions, as they draw an increasing proportion of 
the population into advanced studies, represent a major potential cutting edge 
for the ultimate reversal of underdevelopment. Is this an argument for more 
primary school teachers? It most certainly is, as it is also an argument for the 
augmented remuneration and more effective training of those teachers. Ideally, 
the primary school teacher should be a graduate, although not necessarily of a 
teacher-training education programme. For, all too frequently what one finds in 
the primary and secondary schools of the Third World are teachers who were 
adequately prepared in classroom methods but who are insufficiently familiar 
with the academic skills and knowledge which it is their task to transfer to their 
pupils. 

Indeed, it is not unusual to find, especially in secondary schools, teachers who, 
simply because they have attended a university or teacher training college, are 
assumed capable of teaching virtually anything. Such teachers may find 
themselves assigned to instruct in a subject which they have themselves studied 
only to secondary level. The history and sociology graduate teaches 
mathematics; the biology and physics major teaches English. And this 
suggests another fundamental question: would the educational programme of 
these teachers not have been more fruitful if they had all studied a broader range 
of subjects, so that the BSc graduate did know something about language and 
the social scientist was capable of conducting basic instruction in mathematics 
or biology, should staff shortages make this necessary? Could not such courses 
replace at least some of the 'methods' and 'curriculum studies' courses required 
of education undergraduates today? 

The improvement of primary services, consequent on these changes, would then 
vastly increase the effectiveness of both secondary and tertiary education. 
Increased numbers of students would be performing far better in their secondary 
careers and would be entering their productive lives far better prepared. 
Similarly, the tertiary resources now devoted to remedial work could be 
rediverted to the proper tasks of a university. 

Humanistic Education 

The question of teacher training-broad versus narrow—returns us to the central 
concern of this essay: the role of humanistic education in the development of 
effective manpower. 
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When, in late 1988, the Lee's Trading Company of Fiji undertook a recruitment 
exercise at the University of the South Pacific for prospective young 
management trainees, it was made clear, to the surprise of many, that the 
company was by no means exclusively interested in students involved in the 
University's management and accounting programmes. The implied profile of a 
young corporate executive differed significantly from the purpose-trained 
management specialist which the Harvard and Stanford Business Schools would 
have us believe is the ideal. The point was made that students with 
demonstrated skills in disciplines like history, literature, and sociology have 
been trained to be analytical, to be able to discern the fundamental issues within 
any complex problem, whether that problem is commercial, tactical, logistical 
or, above all, human. 

History, literature and sociology, as well as philosophy and the other 
humanities, are amongst the areas of study most fiercely under attack, both in 
the Third World and in the First. They are not, it is argued, 'practical' subjects, 
not directly productive, as computer science, business studies, tourism studies, 
food technology or medicine are presumed to be. And yet here is one of the 
South Pacific region's most successful entrepreneurs looking for the very 
'practical' skills which such humanistic disciplines have to offer—analytical 
acuity, an ability to examine from all sides, an ability to discern the subtleties 
of small movements within the context of the dynamic of larger movements of 
and by people over time; and—through the study of literature, language, 
journalism or broadcasting—the ability effectively to communicate these 
perceptions. 

Conclusion 

This essay has discussed associatively a number of issues which, in closing, we 
may review: 

1 first, it was argued that a flexible policy is needed in manpower 
development, allowing the maximum latitude and choice to the 
student, in order to encourage the growth of workers in the society 
who are not only competent, but committed and motivated in 
their careers; 

2 then it was maintained that a broad-based general education, rather 
than tightly specialist training, would allow the growth not only 
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of more multi-skilled professionals, but also of more 
knowledgeable and aware citizens; 

3 it was also suggested that a great deal of attention, concern and, 
above all, resources should be invested in primary education, 
which is not only the seed-bed of the future intellectual and 
professional but, more importantly, the only exposure to formal 
education that most people in the Third World ever get; and 

4 finally, it was proposed that the illusory pragmatism of much 
contemporary education policy in the industrialized world should 
be thoughtfully and energetically resisted, for it is not pragmatic 
at all, but merely a narrowing and limiting, an intellectual 
arteriosclerosis; and that, therefore, the humanities and social 
sciences must be as enthusiastically encouraged as are the 
sciences, commercial studies and technology. 

One returns to the problem of models, whether self-generated or externally 
imposed. Whatever educational programmes are adopted by national 
governments, this primary fact should not be lost sight of: because of the 
poverty, because of the limited access to media information and because of the 
crippling effects of seemingly perpetual dependency, formal education in the 
Third World must be even better, richer, more effective than elsewhere. The 
Third World must not have third-rate education. 
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